
A INVENT
Plas�c spacer compensa�on plates

Descrip�on

Wood as a building material has become increasingly important in the 

recent years due to its many advantages. This includes its applica�ons for 

interior fi�ngs, windows, terraces, conservatories or in structural �mber 

Especially in construc�on of wooden houses, good and professional 

cra�smanship is of great significance. Even small devia�ons can have 

a large impact. 

construc�on. 



For this reason, our spacer compensa�on plates are a reliable solu�on to 

compensate for tolerances in the base plate and to provide stable underlay 

for ver�cal stema. The plates are mainly produced from homopolymer 

thermoplas�c recycling material polypropylene. 

These  spacer compensa�on plates do provide many advantages:

Ř High load capacity

Ř Permanent res�stance against humidity and water

Ř Elimina�on of labor-intensive cu�ng costs for the produc�on of 

    wooden wedges

Ř Environment-friendly due to manufacturing from recycled 

     material

Ř Prevents se�ng of the walls and therefore crea�on of cracks



The plates are packed in carton. The cartons do either contain plates with 

different thicknesses or 35x plates with the same thickness.

Due to op�mized produc�on in the injec�on molding process, we can offer 

you these spacer compensa�on plates at extremely favorable condi�ons. 

On average the required amount of spacer compensa�on plates for a one 

family house will cost about 30,- to 40,- euros. If you consider the �me 

savings compared to self-made wooden spacer plates, our product almost 

compensates its price. And that with be�er proper�es than the wooden 

plates.

The distance compensa�on plates are available with the following dimensions: 

Other sizes and dimensions on request.

  Art.-No.                                                      Dimensions

130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 2 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 3 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 5 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 8 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 10 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 12 mm  
130502UP                                               130 x 50 x 20 mm



Just give it a try, we will be happy to supply you with a sample delivery for 

a construc�on project. The distance spacer plates are also ideally suited 

for other purposes, such as conservatory assembly, terrace construc�on, 

and much more.

Contact us:

A-INVENT s.r.o.                    
CZ-341 01 Horažďovice

e-mail: info@a-invent.cz  

tel.: +420 376 382 177
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